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Abstract 

A comparison of spray characteristics between single-hole and multi-hole injectors were conducted under same 

rail pressure condition of 100MPa or similar injection rate profile condition. The same injection rate profile was 

achieved by adjusting the rail pressure. Laser absorption scattering (LAS) technique was implemented for 

measuring the mixture concentration distribution. Injection quantities of 2.5mg and 0.5mg were selected to realise 

quasi-steady state and transient spray, respectively. In case of quasi-steady spray and same rail pressure condition, 

the difference in terms of mixture distribution between single-hole and multi-hole injector was not significant under 

2.5mg condition. This is because the quasi-steady spray played dominant role over the injection process. However, 

in case of transient spray condition, single-hole injector showed the longer vapor penetration but smaller spray 

angle than that of multi-hole injector. Nevertheless, the single-hole injector showed the faster lean mixture formation 

after start of injection than that of multi-hole injector. However, at the end-of-injection (EOI) timing, the single-hole 

injector showed slower evaporation rate. The air entrainment characteristics of both injectors were assessed using 

a 1D spray model. The propagation speed of the relative entrainment rate was greater for single-hole than that of 

multi-hole injector. It contributed in leaner mixture formation for single-hole injector after EOI. Under the similar 

injection rate profile condition, the vapor penetration was almost identical for both injectors. However, multi-hole 

injector showed the wider spray angle than that of single-hole injector. Therefore, the multi-hole injector showed the 

leaner mixture distribution and faster evaporation rate than that of single-hole injector. In summary, for the transient 

spray condition, the single-hole injector was advantageous on the air entrainment under the same rail pressure, 

whereas the multi-hole injector was advantageous under similar injection rate profile. 
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Introduction 

 Diesel engines have the advantage of their high thermal efficiency and low CO2 emission compared to gasoline 

engines. However, NOx and soot emissions are serious problem. The fuel/air mixture formation process inside the 

combustion chamber affects directly on the engine performance and emission formation process. Therefore, it is 

important to investigate the mixture formation process of the diesel spray.  

Recently, several visualization experiments are conducted under engine-like conditions using optical method such 

as Laser absorption scattering technique (LAS), Laser induced fluorescence (LIF), Laser induced exciplex 

fluorescence (LIEF), and Rayleigh scattering technique. Because of the difficulty of optical access and simplification 

of the physical phenomenon, single-hole injector is widely used instead of multi-hole injector. However, multi-hole 

injector is used in real engine in order to spread the fuel efficiently inside the combustion chamber.  

Some researches were conducted to clarify the difference between single-hole and multi-hole injector under large 

injection quantity condition where the injection rate profiles have reached the quasi-steady state [1]. However, small 

injection quantity condition where the entire injection profiles are under transient, are rarely conducted.  

The small injection quantity conditions are widely used in the multiple injection strategies since it is effective way 

to reduce the combustion noise and emission formation [2]. Therefore, it is important to understand the difference 

between single-hole and multi-hole injector under small injection quantity as well as large injection quantity. 

The main objective of this research is to investigate the mixture formation of large and small injection quantity with 

single-hole and multi-hole injector. In this regard, the experiments are conducted under both same rail pressure 

condition and similar injection rate profile condition. LAS technique is utilized to observe the mixture formation 

process. 1D spray model is utilized to clarify the mixture formation and air entrainment characteristics difference.  

 

Principle of LAS (Laser Absorption Scattering) technique 

 The principle of LAS, which is used in the current study for acquiring mixture distribution, will be explained briefly. 

The LAS technique utilizes ultraviolet (UV) and visible wavelength laser, and the fuel concentration is determined 
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by the attenuation of these lights. The intensity of the visible light is only attenuated by the droplets scattering, while 

that of ultraviolet (UV) light is attenuated by both the droplets scattering, as well as the liquid and vapor absorption. 

However, the liquid absorption of the UV light can be negligible due to its weak signal [3]. Therefore, log(I0/It)A and 

log(I0/It)T which represent the UV and visible light attenuation respectively can be defined as in Eq. (1) and (2).  
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where the log(I0/It)Lsca and log(I0/It)Vabs represent the attenuation by the liquid scattering and vapor absorption 

respectively. The vapor absorbance is obtained through the Lambert-Beer’s Law as in Eq. (3).  
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where l [m] is the (line-of-sight) optical path length, ε [L/mol・cm] is the molar absorption coefficient, and Cv [kg/m3] 

is the mass concentration of vapor per unit volume. Molar absorption coefficient is measured in a separate chamber 

for the calibration. The line-of-sight optical path is obtained through ‘onion-peeling method’ which will be explained 

later.  

 Finally, mass concentration of the vapor phase is obtained by combining Eq. (1) and (2) as shown in Eq. (4). 
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 The onion-peeling method was applied to obtain the optical path length l in Eq. (3). First of all, the spray plume was 

assumed to be axisymmetric in order to apply the onion-peeling method. The basic idea of onion-peeling method 

is to obtain the fuel concentration from the most outer ring. Afterwards, the optical thickness of the second most 

outer ling is analysed through the fuel concentration results obtained from the most outer ring. Mixture temperature 

is also calculated through the conservation of enthalpy as written in Eq. (5).  
 

𝐶𝑝,𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑟(𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 − 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑥) = 𝑚𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙[𝐶𝑝,𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑(𝑇𝑏 − 𝑇𝑓) + ℎ𝑓𝑔 + 𝐶𝑝,𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑟(𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑥 − 𝑇𝑏)]                                     (5) 

 

The mixture temperature and the vapor mass (as well as vapor concentration) are obtained through iteration based 

on Eq. (4) and (5). This process is repeated until the most inner ring and eventually every layers of the ring are de-

convoluted. The vapor mass inside spray volume can be obtained based on axisymmetric spray assumption by 

multiplying the vapor mass of each pixel by π·radius. The entrainment air mass is also calculated using the 

information of the fuel mass, volume and mixture temperature in each unit volume since density of the fuel and 

ambient gas were obtained if the mixture temperature is known. This process is repeated until the most inner ring 

and eventually every layer of the ring will be de-convoluted. A more precious and detailed description can be found 

in [4]. 

 In order to assume an axisymmetric spray and utilize onion-peeling method, the spray plume should be 

perpendicular to the laser beam. It is easy to realize these optical requirements for single-hole injector. However, 

the dedicated adaptor is required for multi-hole injector to satisfy these requirements. The injector was tilted with a 

certain angle so that one of the seven spray to be the perpendicular to the laser as depicted in Figure 1. There are 

some visibility limitations at the vicinity of the nozzle due to the configuration of this injector adaptor. The spray tip 

area of around 9 mm downstream of the nozzle hole was excluded during the image processing since the 

boundaries of the adaptor and the vicinity of the nozzle become blur at high temperature, high pressure condition 

and may yield uncertainty. Therefore, only clear area depicted in green window in the Figure 1 was used for the 

analysis.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Installation of multi-hole injector in constant volume chamber for axisymmetric spray observation. 
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Experimental setup and conditions 

Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus. A pulsed Nd-YAG laser (LOTIS TII LS-

2137N), and two CCD-cameras (ANDOR iKon-M Series) are used for the optical system. The wavelength for UV 

and visible light are 266 nm and 532 nm, respectively. These laser beams are first expanded to a size of a similar 

diameter to the quartz window of the chamber. The laser beams are merged and passes through the chamber and 

the spray. Finally, the attenuated beams are separated by a harmonic separator and received by CCD cameras 

corresponding to their wavelengths. For each injection event, a background and a spray image are taken with an 

interval of the 0.5 seconds, in order to prevent any noise during the image processing. The interval between the 

injection and the imaging timing (triggers for laser and cameras) are controlled by the delay generator (LabSmith 

LC880 programmable Experiment Controller).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Laser absorption scattering (LAS) optical system, injection system and constant volume chamber. 

 

 The specifications of the injectors used in this study and experimental conditions are listed in Table 1. The geometry 

of the nozzle is identical for both injectors. Both same rail pressure condition and similar injection rate profile 

condition were conducted. In case of same rail pressure condition, injection quantities of 2.5mg and 0.5mg were 

selected to realize quasi-steady state and transient spray, respectively. Similar injection rate profile condition was 

achieved by adjusting the rail pressure of single-hole injector. Only small injection quantity condition was selected 

for similar injection rate profile condition since it was not possible to achieve the similar injection rate profile for large 

injection quantity. Injection rate profile was measured using Zeuch method [5] prior to the LAS experiment. The 

measured injection rate profiles of both same rail pressure and similar injection rate profile conditions were also 

shown in figure 3. 

Table 1. Specifications of the injectors and summarized experimental conditions. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
(a) Same rail pressure condition (b) Similar injection rate profile condition 

Figure 3. Injection rate profiles under same rail pressure condition (a) and similar injection rate profile condition (b). 
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Results and discussion 

 

Same rail pressure condition 

 

Figure 4 shows the vapor penetration and spray angle with injection rate profile for both injectors. The increase 

rate of the injection rate was faster for single-hole injector due to the faster pressure build-up inside the sac room 

[1]. Due to the faster increase of injection rate, single-hole injector showed the greater vapor penetration for both 

injection quantities right after start of injection. In case of injection quantity of 2.5mg, the difference of vapor 

penetration between both injectors become smaller as time elapse. For large injection quantity condition, which 

reaches the quasi-steady state, there was no obvious difference of the peak value of injection rate for both injectors. 

Similar peak value of injection rate means similar momentum of the spray, which results in similar vapor penetration 

except for right after start of injection. However, in case of injection quantity of 0.5mg, whole injection process did 

not reach the quasi-steady state as shown in the injection rate profile and single-hole injector showed greater vapor 

penetration during whole injection process. The spray angle shows the same tendency with penetration results, 

which is the obvious difference occurred only in case of injection quantity of 0.5mg. For multi-hole injector, the 

drastic velocity changes and swirling motion happens inside the sac room and nozzle, which can generate cavitation. 

This complex flow structure increased the turbulence intensity and vortices, and it created the higher degree of 

radial velocity in the multi-hole injector [1]. These phenomena became obvious under the injection quantity of 0.5 

mg. Therefore, the difference between single- and multi-hole injectors was more pronounced. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Vapor penetration (upper) and spray angle (below) between single- and multi-hole injectors.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Vapor equivalence ratio distribution. 

(a)minj=0.5m

g 
(b)minj=2.5mg 
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The vapor equivalence ratio distribution for both injection quantities were shown in Figure 5. In each figure, left 

portion of the image represents the results of single-hole injector, while right portion of the image shows the results 

of multi-hole injector. For large injection quantity condition shown in Figure 5(b), the equivalence ratio distribution 

of both injectors was similar. The quasi-steady state spray played dominant role over the injection process and 

there was no significant difference on spray structure and mixture formation for both injectors. On the other hand, 

for small injection quantity condition, single-hole injector showed the leaner mixture formation. The ratio of 

entrainment air and injected mass was shown in Figure 6. The injected mass at each timing was obtained from the 

integration of the injection rate. Generally, wider spray angle means enhancing the lean mixture formation. However, 

in this case, longer vapor penetration for single-hole injector was able to overcome the disadvantage of its smaller 

spray angle and enhance the air entrainment.  

Evaporation ratio versus time under injection quantity of 0.5mg were shown in Figure 7. In order to eliminate the 

EOI timing effect on mixture formation, these results were aligned to EOI timings of each injector. Although the lean 

mixture was formed for single-hole injector when aligned to SOI timing as discussed above, the evaporation ratio 

(vapor mass / total mass) showed slower development as depict in Figure 7. At the EOI timing, the evaporation 

ratio of single-hole injector is around 40%, on the other hand, that of multi-hole injector was around 80%. When 

compared the liquid phase image at the right after the end of injection timing (0.01msAEOI) shown in Figure 8, 

single-hole injector showed dense liquid core compared to multi-hole injector. Figure 9 shows the total fuel 

concentrations in the direction of spray axis at different timings after end of injection. The total fuel concentration 

was calculated by the following equation,  
 

𝐶̅(𝑥)𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =
𝑚(𝑥)𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑+𝑚(𝑥)𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑟

𝑉(𝑥)𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑟
                                                                                                                                             (6) 

 

where the 𝐶̅(𝑥)𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is the mean total fuel concentration at each axial location; 𝑚(𝑥)𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 and 𝑚(𝑥)𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑟 are the 

liquid and vapor total mass at each axial location respectively; 𝑉(𝑥)𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑟 is the vapor volume at each axial location. 

For multi-hole injector, it is not possible to observe within the 9 mm downstream from the nozzle tip as discussed 

above. Thus, the area below 10mm from the nozzle tip was excluded in the figure 9. At the 0.01ms AEOI, single-

hole showed the much higher concentration near the nozzle tip area. This can be explained from the liquid core 

region formed with single-hole injector shown in Figure 9. However, the concentration difference became smaller 

rapidly at the 0.04ms AEOI. Finally, the concentration of single-hole injector caught up with that of multi-hole injector 

near the nozzle tip region shown at the 0.09ms AEOI.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Ratio of entrainment air and injected 

mass under injection quantity of 0.5mg. 
Figure 7. Evaporation ratio versus time under 

injection quantity of 0.5mg. 

Figure 8. Liquid equivalence ratio distribution. 

(0.01ms AEOI) 
Figure 9. Mean fuel concentration distribution 

along the spray axis after EOI.  
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The vapor fuel distribution histogram was generated in a cumulative fashion from the equivalence ratio distribution 

images with a bin equivalence size of 0.05 and is shown in Figure 10. Single-hole injector showed the leaner mixture 

distribution at 0.01ms AEOI and this is due to the lower evaporation ratio as discussed above. However, single-

hole injector still showed the leaner mixture formation even in the almost fully evaporating timing (0.09ms AEOI). 

For these results, single-hole injector seems to show the greater air entrainment compared to multi-hole injector 

after the end of injection.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 In order to consider to these reasons, the air entrainment characteristics of both injectors were derived using the 

1D model proposed in [6]. The emphasis is on the jet behaviour after the end of injection on this model. The detailed 

theory of this model was explained also in [6]. This model requires injection rate profile and spray angle. The spray 

angle at the end of injection was used as input spray angle for both injectors same as discussed in [7]. The relative 

entrainment rate is defined as the local instantaneous air entrainment rate divided by the air entrainment rate of a 

steady jet. Thus, a value of unity indicates the local entrainment rate is the same as for a steady jet. The relative air 

entrainment rate per unit fuel for both injectors were shown in Figure 11. The propagation speed of the peak value 

of relative entrainment per unit fuel and the peak value itself was around 1.5 times faster and greater for single-hole 

injector and it is explained from the injection rate profile. The injection rate for single-hole injector showed the faster 

decreasing before the EOI. When the decrease of fuel mass flux occurred, the entrainment mass flux needs to be 

increase in order to fulfil the momentum conservation. Faster decrease of the injection rate leads to increase the 

entrainment mass flux. Single-hole injector showed the leaner mixture distribution despite the liquid core region 

existing right after end of injection because of this strong entrainment flux.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Similar injection rate profile condition 

 

For small injection quantity condition, the pressure inside the sac room of single-hole and multi-hole injectors are 

different as shown in the difference of injection rate profile in Figure 3. To exclude the effect of the injection rate 

profile difference and focus on the mixture formation comparison between single-hole and multi-hole injectors, 

similar injection rate profile was needed to be achieved. When the rail pressure of single-hole injector was 30MPa, 

similar injection rate profile (increasing rate, decreasing rate and peak value etc.) was achieved. Similar injection 

rate profile means similar injected fuel mass flux. Same sac pressure can be assumed if the discharge coefficient 

of two injectors are same.  

Figure 10. Vapor mass distributions versus equivalence ratio after EOI under injection quantity of 0.5mg. 

0.01ms AEOI 0.04ms AEOI 0.09ms AEOI 

Figure 11. Relative air entrainment rate per unit fuel between single-hole and multi-hole injector. 

(a) Single-hole injector (b) Multi-hole injector 
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The vapor penetration and spray angle was shown in Figure 12 with the injection rate profile. The vapor penetration 

was almost identical for both injectors. However, the greater spray angle was observed for multi-hole injector. The 

equivalence ratio distribution and vapor mass distribution were shown in Figure 13, 14, respectively. At the end of 

injection timing (0.32ms ASOI), multi-hole injector shows rich mixture due to the faster evaporation than that of 

single-hole injector since the greater spray angle of multi-hole injector enhances the air entrainment. Consequently, 

as the time elapse, single-hole injector showed the leaner mixture formation as shown in Figure 13 (0.52ms ASOI). 

The similar injection rate profile means similar decreasing rate of fuel mass flux just before the EOI. Therefore, the 

single-hole injector was not possible to make the leaner mixture formation than multi-hole injector even after EOI 

timing unlike the case of same rail pressure condition. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Vapor equivalence ratio distributions under similar injection rate profile. 

Figure 14. Vapor mass distributions versus equivalence ratio after EOI under injection quantity of 0.5mg. 

0.32ms ASOI 0.52ms ASOI 

Figure 12. Vapor penetration (a) and spray angle (b) with injection rate profile. 

(a) Vapor penetration (b) Spray angle 

Injection rate Injection rate 
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Conclusions 

 The investigation on the spray characteristics of small (0.5mg/hole) and large (2.5mg/hole) injection quantities with 

single-hole and multi-hole injectors were conducted. The mixture formation and air entrainment characteristics were 

compared between two injectors.  

1. When aligned the start of injection timing, single-hole injector showed the leaner mixture due to the longer 

penetration than that of the multi-hole injector. The longer penetration of single-hole injector was able to 

overcome the disadvantage of its smaller spray angle. However, the difference between two injectors was 

obvious only under small injection quantity condition. For large injection quantity condition, quasi-steady state 

spray played dominant role over the whole injection process and the difference became smaller.  

2. The evaporation ratio of multi-hole injector was higher than that of single-hole injector at the end of injection 

timing. Single-hole injector showed the dense liquid core at the EOI timing. However, the fuel concentration 

distribution results along the spray axis showed rapid decrease of mean fuel concentration near the nozzle for 

single-hole injector. 1D simulation results showed that the relative entrainment rate per unit fuel was around 

1.5 times faster with single-hole injector due to the rapid decrease of the injection rate profile. This led the 

faster lean mixture formation for single-hole injector after EOI timing.  

3. Similar injection rate profile of both injectors was achieved by adjusting the injection pressure of the single-

hole injector. In this way, the vapor penetration was almost identical for both injectors. The multi-hole injector 

showed the greater spray angle than that of single-hole injector. This greater spray angle enhanced the air 

entrainment and led the faster lean mixture formation for multi-hole injector.  
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Nomenclature 

SOI : Start of injection 

EOI : End of injection 

CCD : Charge-coupled device 

I0 : Incident light 

It : Transmitted light 

M : Molar mass 

Cp,air : Constant pressure specific heat of air 

Cp,liquid : Constant pressure specific heat of liquid fuel 

Cp,vapor : Constant pressure specific heat of vapor fuel 

hfg : Latent heat of evaporation 

Tamb : Ambient temperature  

Tmix : Mixture temperature  

Tb : Boiling temperature of fuel 

Tf : Initial fuel temperature of fuel 
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